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Stone Age started about 2.6 million years ago.It was a 
time when history was not recorded.Archaeologists have 
found ancient clues to learn how primitive people 
lived.This text will tell you about where they lived ,what 
they ate and what jobs they did.It will also include   
 a quick quiz Content page

1.What did they 
eat 
2.Where did 
live 
3.What jobs did 
they do 
4.Quiz 

What did 
they eat 

In the Palaeolithic era,they ate 
mammoths and stinky fish by 
grilling it on fire.However,they 
did not always catch food so 
they had to fight hunger.There 
were hunter-gatherers ,men 
used to hunt and women 
gathered nuts and berries. In 
the Paleolithic era they needed 
to move houses to catch 
prey .In the Neolithic era,they 
made farms so they did not 
need to move houses.They also 
domesticated animals such as 
cats ,sheep,dogs and cows .

Spear 



Where did they live 

In the Palaeolithic era ,they lived in dark and artistic caves.Soon they started 
living in houses made from animal poop and mud (ew) .They moved caves 
because they had to follow prey.In the Neolithic era,they lived in tents made 
from sticks and animal skin.It is also easy to fold and carry.Primitive people lit 
fires outside their caves so no  animals (especially wild ones)come in. 
 
  

They put 
fires outside 
like this



QUIZ
In the Mesolithic era did the live in  
A.caves 
B.houses 
C.tents 

Circle the 
answer with 
penAnswer tents 

What did they eat in 
the Palaeolithic era 
A. Cats  
B. Soda 
C.mammoths 

Answer mammoths 
What jobs did 
they do

One job that they did was making tools by striking flint onto 
a stone to make it sharp and attach a long piece of wood onto 
it to make a spear.In the Neolithic era,they started farms 
and made veggies so that was their job. In the Mesolithic 
era,they made tents . in the Palaeolithic era,they made 
spears,axes and arrows.


